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PURPOSE OF THIS DOCUMENT
UI Widgets create consistency across the ecosystem that builds brand and muscle memory as customers adopt more
and more Intuit products.
This document articulates our point of view on when and how UI widgets consumed by multiple Intuit products should be
configurable: meaning specified aspects of the experience could change within pre-defined parameters. The current
state does not yet match all of the aspects reflected in this document, however, we want to use this document to drive
alignment in mindset and execution.
The reasons we need some level of configurability for Intuit’s reusable UI widgets include:
•

It gives the ability for widgets to fold seamlessly into a variety of Intuit products, honoring the attributes that make
each flagship brand special

•

It increases the likelihood of re-use across products because the widget can become a cohesive part of their
experience

WHY WE NEED A COMMON POV ON WIDGET
CONFIGURABILITY
There are two reasons we need a common way of defining and executing configurability reusable UI widgets:
_ To provide a great and consistent experience for product teams who adopt multiple UI widgets. Once they adopt their
first widget they know what configurability to expect from additional widgets.
_ To scale widget development by having a consistent way of executing on configurability. This creates efficiency both in
the initial implementation and ongoing updates/optimization.
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DEFINITIONS OF TERMS
Widget
Encapsulates one or more tasks with associated UI AND service functionality. It is functional on its own, is configurable,
and can integrate in any application independent of the other elements and technologies in the application. Widgets can
contain other widgets.
Configurable
Front-end attributes of the widget experience that could change within the defined flexible parameters.
UI Component
An interaction element with which a user sees/interacts and takes an action (button, spinner, drop-down, etc.). UI
components can be composed of other UI components. UI components reference styling code but contains no business
logic.
Theme
The branded visual design system implemented in front-end code that can change the look & feel of a component or
widget to adhere with brand and design systems.
Component library
A shared repository that includes UI components and themes.
App Fabric
The application fabric enables teams to re-imagine our existing and emerging offerings as sets of composable and
interoperable widgets and offerings that work across any device and follow a cohesive One Intuit Design System.
App Shell
It is a standalone container that hosts (or stitches together) one or more widgets and allows them to integrate seamlessly
from the perspective of an end user.
Player
The runtime adapter that renders the user experience to be device-specific.
Widget library
A shared repository that includes all the widgets.
Job
A job is a core function of the users' business and can be made up of several individual tasks. It's bigger than a task, but
smaller than an offering. For example: Invoicing
Task
A chunk of functionality that is used regularly to accomplish a job. For example: Customizing invoice templates
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THE SYSTEM
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WIDGETS AND COMPONENTS:
CONTRIBUTION AND CONSUMPTION
Intuit needs a way to enable open contribution and consumption of the widgets and components that individual teams
create. We are calling these future homes UI Widget Library and Component Library, respectively.
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FIXED/FLEXIBLE/FREE FRAMEWORK
In this document, we are using the terms “Fixed”, “Flexible”, and “Free” to define our point of view as it relates to widgets.
In the world of widgets, “Fixed” is anything that cannot be changed because doing so would adversely impact the
customer experience, the business objectives, or the technical or performance aspects of the widget. “Flexible” aspects if
the widget are “Configurable,” meaning the widget has built-in options that allow it to be configured within pre-defined
parameters. “Free” is anything in the widget that can be changed without requiring configurability options, such as
swapping out the default widget icons.

CONFIGURABILITY PRINCIPLES
LEAN INTO “FIXED” BUT LET THE PRODUCT BRAND SHINE THROUGH
_ Rationale: We want to build familiar experiences across the ecosystem so that end users can easily adopt new
products. However, we need to balance consistency across Intuit with individual product brands: insuring widgets
make sense in the context of the product experience by including important brand elements, such as the product logo
and flagship brand color palette and styles.

INCLUDE THE BEST POSSIBLE EXPERIENCE AS DEFAULT
_ Rationale: Even where we provide configurability options, we need to provide defaults that will create a great
experience if the product team does no configuration whatsoever. For example, instructional/UI text should be crafted
in a way that a user can clearly understand and should never include placeholders.

MINIMIZE CONFIGURABILITY OPTIONS WITHOUT PREVENTING ADOPTION
_ Rationale: We’ve experienced that when we allow too many configurability options individual product teams
unintentionally break the experience, either technically, or from a usability perspective. Limiting configuration options
creates higher reliability and reduces risk and increases efficiency for the adopting team. However, we need to include
the key configurability options that will enable broad re-use/adoption.
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WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF THE FIXED FRAMEWORK?
FOR SHAREHOLDERS:
•

Reduces development costs and increases speed to market

•

Reduces business risk in areas like security that need to be enforced across the company

•

Seizes and scales new market opportunities across the company (e.g. matchmaking)

FOR CUSTOMERS
•

Creates familiar experiences across Intuit products where they expect it

FOR EMPLOYEES
•

Don’t build it twice so they can spend time building more critical/impactful things for their customers;
experiment and put things in the hands of the customer quickly

•

Accelerate time to market for awesome product experiences

•

Freed up to innovate and work on important unsolved customer problems

•

Leverage best practices from the service team who has the domain expertise

•

Learn at scale; benefit from what we learn about the same experience across products

FOR PARTNER/THIRD PARTY DEVELOPERS
•

Reduces barrier to entry of joining the Intuit ecosystem while maintaining confidence what they leverage has
been designed & built to work well

•

Reduces duplication of effort of coordinating with multiple teams, products, etc.
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WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF THE FLEXIBLE FRAMEWORK ?
SHAREHOLDER
•

Right for me experiences can have a big impact on revenue and customer retention

CUSTOMER
•

Widget experiences fold seamlessly into the product experience, making it feel cohesive with the products they
use and love

EMPLOYEE
•

Empowered to create the best experience that’s tailored to my customer and context and product, without
having to create everything from scratch

PARTNER/THIRD PARTY DEVELOPERS
•

Can honor the brand and policies of partners such as Square to have a cohesive experience through integrations

•

Accelerate their time to market for integration with a variety of Intuit offerings
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PROPOSED ATTRIBUTES AND DESIGNATIONS
WIDGET ATTRIBUTE

FIXED

FLEXIBLE

The font weights and type scale are fixed within a widget
to prevent layout issues from occurring. Line height and
spacing included.

Type scale
X

Interaction
design flow

The interaction design for a widget is generally fixed
(minus the ability to show/hide micro-widgets). The
rationale is that this is needed to provide best in class
experiences that are familiar across products. MFA we
don’t let a business unit decide whether they do MFA.

X

The layout of widgets (e.g. order and placement of fields)
should be fixed because changes to this can alter the
meaning of the interaction, thereby leading to usability
issues. The widget team is responsible for creating best
practices around how and when the widget should be
used in the product layout. Certain attributes of the
widget container are fixed. This includes: margins,
width, padding, and grid system.

Widget layout
X

Error message
copy

Signature
vocabulary and
messaging

The widget team is deeply familiar with the functionality
of the widgets and is in the best position to write
meaningful, complete and accurate error messages for
users.

X

There are certain terms that are a critical part of the
experience and need to be consistent across products.
E.g. Sign In (vs. Log In, Login) should always be the
same for OII widgets. These signature terms may show
up on primary action buttons, field labels, links, headers
or copy. Localization is another reason to enforce
signature vocabulary guidelines as we translate key
terms into various languages. SMS and email
notifications around security also need to have
consistent language across Intuit.

X

Visual design
“theme”

Transitions/
animations
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EXPLANATION

X

X

The visual design theme is configurable by selecting one
of themes available as part of the UI framework
(Harmony, TurboTax, Mint, etc.) Ideal state: No CSS
customization is needed beyond choosing a theme.
Transitions and animations give meaning to the
interaction design and therefore should not be changed.
However, they can be turned on or off.
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FIXED

FLEXIBLE

UI Copy
(subheaders,
body text)

Logo/
branding

X

The context of use for a widget may vary. In general,
product teams should be allowed to make copy choices
that will ensure a smooth transition between the widget
and other parts of their offering. Any exceptions are
noted below.

X

Flagship brands may have sub-products within that have
different branding and logo elements (e.g. It’s Deductible)
and should be allowed to configure these items beyond
the theme.

Font attributes
X

Display widgets
X

Show/hide
widgets

X

Field labels
X

Container
Layout

X

Icons
X
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EXPLANATION

Font attributes such as font family, font color, and link
styling is flexible.
How a widget is displayed in product can be configured
to match the context of the product. For example, it
could either be displayed embedded on page or in a
modal/lightbox.
We may give product teams the option to show/hide
parts of the widget that we’ve identified can be broken
apart from the larger widget without impacting the
customer experience. This allows the product team to
opt-out of functionality that does not apply in a certain
context of use.
Widgets should always include default field labels that
make sense in the context of use and introduces familiar
language across the ecosystem. However, there are
some cases where it’s more important for the language
on a field label to be consistent with the product.
The way that widgets are placed within the container
experience is flexible in that you could change the order
of widgets, or select which widgets to show/hide.
Widgets should always include default icons that will
build important familiarity across the ecosystem.
However, there are many cases where it’s more
important for the icon to be consistent with the product
visual style than to be consistent across the ecosystem.
Icons need to adhere to the pixel dimensions specified
by the widget team to prevent impacting the layout.
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EXAMPLES (Work in progress)
Visual Design “Theme”: Flexible

This example is from the One Intuit Identity Sign-In widget. Here you can see the widget is the same screen with
different visual themes applied that match the style guidelines of Intuit flagship products. An Intuit theme is also
included for products that do not align with a specific flagship brand (e.g. the Intuit.com website).
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UI Copy: Flexible

This example is from the One Intuit Identity recover account widget. QuickBooks has opted to title this screen “Get
help signing into QuickBooks” while TurboTax uses “Get help signing into your account.” This is an example
where the product team decided to configure the terminology to best fit into the context of use.
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Show/Hide Widgets: Flexible

This example is the Intuit Vault upload widget, with the widgets shown with red boxes. There are two ways a user
could have the document retrieved: either direct import from a bank or uploading from your computer. Depending
on the context of use, one of these methods may not apply (for example, direct import is not available from the
user’s specific bank). The product using this widget has the ability to show and hide the “Get it For Me” or “Upload
it” options depending on the situation.
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Container Layout: Flexible

This example is from the Self-Help Platform home page. The layout of this page is flexible. BU teams can configure
which widgets appear on the page and in what order to make sure they are highlighting the most important
information for their customer segment.
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Signature Vocabulary: Fixed

This example is from the One Intuit Identity Sign-In widget. Here you can see the error and guidance messages
around password strength and format. In this example, it’s important for the error messages to be fixed so that the
user is conveyed the message in a way that is accurate in terms of the requirements of the service. It’s also
important that we are consistent across products in terms of how we message what is a weak, okay or strong
password so that users get consistent feedback.
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Signature Vocabulary: Fixed

This example is from the One Intuit Identity Sign-In widget. Here you can see we are consistent with the field labels
“User ID” and “Password” to ensure a consistent meaning. We also use consistent language on the “Sign In” button.
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ABOUT THIS DOCUMENT
This document is a living document that articulates our current point of view on UI widgets. This is a rapidly changing
landscape, influenced by business needs and architecture initiatives. The primary author of this document is Dawn Nidy,
XD Leader for CTO Dev. Contributors to this document include: Nedda Cox, Andrew Firstenberger, Grace Pariante,
Bobby Bray, Chris Gielow, Ben Indyk, and Andrea Gallagher (CTO Dev), Hugh MacDonald and Kurt Walecki (CTG), Mike
Tschudy (CEG), James Helms and J.B. Chaykowsky (PCG), Joe Preston, Pamela Bailey, Klaus Kaasgard and Suzanne
Pellican (SBG).
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